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• Most focus on economic how-to but short on approaches to 
values from other social sciences and biophysical sciences

• Working group in Canada tasked by Federal, Provincial, and 
Territorial Assistant Deputy Ministers  to develop detailed 
how-to guide:

1. How to determine is ES assessment/analyses were right for the case

2. How to complete fully integrated, interdisciplinary ES assessment

3. How to understand what the results mean AND do not mean

4. How to use ES assessment/analyses in government decision contexts
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Many Useful Guides on ES
So Why Create a New One?



Ecosystem Services is an inherently 
interdisciplinary subject…
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Our Conceptual-Analytical Framework



…so integration has to be 
part of each step in assessment 

• From setting up the assessment team, to sorting out what to 
assess, how to assess it, and how to understand and report 
results 

• Challenges team members from different disciplines to 
develop shared understanding of issues, concepts, 
terminology, and to listen to and understand each other

• Tasks and Tools are organized thematically rather than by 
disciplinary role – i.e. the approach is horizontal and depends 
on collaboration across disciplines
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Nine Practical Worksheets

Flow from the six main steps
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…along with 9 other “Tools”

Tab 1: ES Descriptions

Tab 2: Cross-cutting Issues & Key Considerations

Tab 3: ES Assessment Involving Indigenous Communities

Tab 4: Worksheets for Completing ES Assessment  

Tab 5: Indicators of Natural Capital, ES & Benefits from ES

Tab 6: Values & Valuation: Economic & Socio-cultural 

Tab 7: Compendium of Data Sources, Analysis Methods & Tools

Tab 8: Answers to Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Tab 9: Glossary

Tab 10: Canadian ES Reference List



So it looks like this in Step 1…

Step 1: Defining the Issue and Context

• Task: setting up a lead team

• Task: defining issue and context using Worksheet 1 to identify/document
– issues driving the assessment

– geographic, environmental, policy, socio-cultural, and economic context

– critical issues that cannot be ignored (could be of any kind, requiring varied expertise)

– decision time horizon

• Task: reviewing key terms using Tool Tab 9: Glossary (11pp)

– especially those with different meanings in different disciplines, e.g. values, valuation

• Task: reviewing crosscutting issues using Tool Tab 2 (8pp)

– One-pager for each of 7 issues: scale, ES flows across time and space, resilience, 
uncertainty, biodiversity and ES, drivers of change, cumulative effects 

• …and refer back to Tool Tab 1 (4pp) for detailed definitions of each ES 
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…and this in Step 2

Step 2: Identifying Priority ES and Beneficiaries for Assessment
• Task: Identifying priority ES & beneficiaries using Worksheets 2 and 3

– Screening tool provides evidence basis for choosing which ES to assess

– Charts all ES relevant to policy site, all beneficiary groups, relevance of ES to each, and 
ranks factors e.g. risk to ES – biophysical, sociocultural, economic all together

– Function as decision analysis tools to rank ES and reveal ‘hot’ issues 

• Follow links to explanations using Tool Tab 8 (23pp): Answers to FAQs

• Read Tool Tab 3 (7pp): ES Assessment involving Indigenous communities
– guide with supporting glossary and references  

– how ES pertain to Indigenous communities/cultures 

– the role of  Indigenous traditional knowledge (ITK) as a source

– specific advice on how to appropriately seek access to ITK and other information

– role of Indigenous worldviews in relation to nature

– suggested sources, suggested questions for obtaining culturally relevant information 
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Tool Tab 5 (8pp): Table of natural capital, ecological functions, ecosystem 
services, and human benefits indicators for each ES, e.g.: 
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…and in all of the other Tools



…
Tool Tab 6 (23 ppp): Values and Valuation: Socio-cultural and Economic 

– Key issues common to both; considerations distinctive to each

– Difference between “socio-cultural values” and “cultural ecosystem services” 

– Theory/basis for the approach, contexts for use, and identifying appropriate methods 
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Questions?
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